Reinforcing effects of central ethanol injections in newborn rat pups.
Newborn rat pups readily ingest ethanol of low to moderate concentrations and are sensitive to its reinforcing effects. Given that early ethanol exposure can promote its future abuse, it is vital to discover the mechanisms behind reinforcing effects of ethanol at this stage of life. Cesarean-delivered 3- to 4-hour-old rat pups were exposed to lemon odor (unconditioned stimulus) either paired or explicitly unpaired with central injections of saline or ethanol (25, 50, 100, 200, or 400 mg%) in a volume of 1 muL. One hour following conditioning subjects were tested on a surrogate nipple providing water in the presence of lemon odor. Reinforcement from ethanol's central effects was indexed by significantly greater attachment time on a lemon-scented nipple in paired subjects than in unpaired or saline controls. Rats centrally injected with 25 to 200 mg% ethanol in the presence of lemon odor spent significantly more time attached to a lemon-scented surrogate nipple providing water than did their saline-injected or unpaired counterparts. Those injected with 400 mg% ethanol did not differ from their corresponding controls. No detectable brain alcohol content was found in the assay of whole brain for ethanol levels. These results indicate that 3- to 4-hour-old rat pups find central injections of 25 to 200 mg% ethanol reinforcing. This procedure virtually eliminates ethanol's chemosensory or caloric attributes as the source of ethanol reinforcement. The present classical olfactory conditioning paradigm can be used to further study mechanisms of this apparently pharmacological reinforcement by ethanol in newborn rat pups.